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ABSTRACT

Results of work done to assess the effects of converting the
NRU reactor to LEU are presented. The effects are small, and the
operational rules and safety analysis, appropriate to the HEU
core, will still apply.

INTRODUCTION

The NRU reactor at Chalk River was commissioned in 1957 as a
large multipurpose facility demonstrating heavy water technology
and on-line refuelling. For six years it ran on natural uranium
metal fuel at 220 MW. Following conversion to EU in 1964 it

started operation in its present role as a fully-fledged research
reactor, used for developing CANDU fuels and materials technology,
the production of isotopes, and fundamental physics investi-
gations. In 1973 the aluminum calandria was replaced. The most
recent major development for NRU comes from the US initiative
towards the use of LEU, for antiproliferation reasons.

The reactor itself consists of a vertical cylindrical tank of
D20 35 m in diameter and 37 m high, into which a maximum of
227 rod-like assemblies may be suspended in a hexagonal lattice of
pitch about 20 cm. Of these 227 sites, about 95 at present are
HEU driver rods, which are taken to about 80% burnup. The reactor
is very heavily utilized, with only a few vacant rod sites around

the periphery, so the concern in going to LEU was largely about the
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effect on core space and associated research and development pro-
grams Fortunately, this effect has turned out to be reasonably
small.

The current HEU 93% enriched) driver fuel contains 18 g
U-235/cm in 12 sheathed pencil elements of uranium-aluminum
alloy. Since AECL has extensive experience in the production,
handling, and analysis of these rods, the basic premise adopted
to keep the conversion to LEU simple was that the driver rod geo-
metry should stay the same, and only the fuel composition would
change. Considerable research and testing by Fuel Materials
Branch at CRNL has resulted in the selection Of U3Si as the
most suitable fuel material(l) for the operating conditions.
The major change from the neutronics standpoint, then, is the
addition of a considerable quantity of U-238 to the driver
elements, which operate in a well-thermalized spectrum.

METHOD

The change in driver rod composition does not lead to any
changes in the operating philosophy of the reactor. The reactor
will still be operated to provide required flux levels for loops,
isotope production and neutron physics experiments. The loops,
in particular, need a nominal flux of 3 x 1014 n/cm2/s axial
peak in the moderator. The LEU core flux radial shape should
therefore be the same, as far as possible, as the HEU.

In practice, it is not possible to achieve this outcome
exactly. The central core area in NRU is full, and central
non-driver sites cannot reasonably be converted to driver sites.
Thus any increase in driver sites, to compensate for the extra
U-238 load, must occur on the outside of the core. Even there,
few sites are available. Nor can the average fuel content of
central driver sites be increased, since individual central
driver powers sometimes approach their limits, and a margin of
flexibility must be maintained to ensure efficient operation.
The addition of extra fuel to the core periphery will therefore
be necessary, and will flatten the flux shape somewhat.

The method used in this assessment was to choose a typical
HEU core loading, replace HEU driver rods with LEU rods, and then
to add peripheral rods and adjust burnup in order to achieve
close to the same keff and flux shape as before. The re-
sulting LEU loading was used to assess other core parameters.

The comparison of HEU and LEU core parameters is thus based
on one core loading only. Nevertheless, these results give a
good indication of the major effects of going to LEU driver fuel.
Such things as the sensitivity of average core properties to
normal load and flux shape changes (normal regional flux changes
may be 15%) were not addressed.
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RESULTS

Core Management

The major effect of substituting LEU driver fuel for HEU is
the addition of about 2 kg of neutron-absorbing U-238 to every
driver site. This extra load results in a reactivity loss of
about 13.3 mk. Extra fissionable fuel (U-235) is therefore
required to support this load, and also extra power to provide
neutrons for absorption in the U-238 and still leave the
moderator flux at loop sites unchanged. These requirements could
be met by simply reducing driver rod burnup at every site, while
leaving the core size the same. Since there are a few empty
peripheral sites available, however, it is more efficient in
terms of total rod usage to use some of these, so that exit
burnup need not be reduced so much.

The fuel management practice in NRU is to put fresh fuel near
the outside of the core, move fuel in towards the centre, and
finally back to the outside. Each rod occupies an average of 
core positions during its lifetime. This scheme will not be
affected by the change to LEU.

The initial HEU core loading is given in Fig. 1, with an
indication of the extra sites used for the LEU loading. Five
extra peripheral rods were added to form the LEU core 3 high, 2
low burnup), and burnups were altered on 16 other driver rods to
reduce the exit burnup to 300 MWd (from 315 MWd), and to make the
flux shape and keff similar to the HEU case. Under normal
operating conditions with an HEU core, there can be considerable
variation in the global flux shape. In comparison, the difference
in calculated flux shapes between the HEU and LEU cores was
negligible. This also means that there will be insignificant flux
change at the control and safety ion chambers located on the core
boundary.

The calculated power distributions were equivalent within
the limits of variability seen under normal operating conditions
and so normal fuel rod power limits will still provide adequate
flexibility. If reactor power is derived by equating total loop
operating powers, the LEU reactor power is about 4 higher. This
is operationally insignificant during normal operation (except in
economic terms), but does restrict flexibility in meeting requests
for extreme conditions, eg. some loop power boosts.

One potential restriction follows from the fact that NRU
approaches its 135 MW total power limit when providing nominal
flux conditions for four fuelled loops in the present core
loading, with HEU driver rods taken to 315 Wd. This condition
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has not occurred often over the past several years, and can be
managed briefly without resorting to removing old fuel rods (to
reduce total power), thus reducing exit burnup. With the
increased reactor power resulting from LEU driver rods, however,
this limiting condition would be approached more often. It is not
clear at present whether this effect would require a further
reduction in LEU exit burnup over that already given, since it
will depend on loop operation, and loop arrangement will be
changing in the near future. No allowance was made, therefore,
for this effect.

Some general fuel management information is given in Table
1. The choice of an exit burnup for the LEU driver rods is some-
what arbitrary. It could be increased or decreased slightly by
adding or removing very old rods to or from the core periphery,
but the 300 MWd value is a best guess based on the current core
loading and flexibility requirements.

Reactivity Values

There are 18 control rods in NRU. CRs 918 are actually used
for operational control, while 14, 5-8 are designated as safety
banks, used for shut-down reactivity control.

Control rod reactivity worths are given in Table 2 A slight
overall reduction in values in the LEU core is observed, as
expected, but this poses no problem with regard to reactivity
limits. Safety banks are worth greater than the design value of
30 mk.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF HEU and LEU FUELLED CORES

HEU LEU % CHANGE

Reactor Power (same loop flux) 132 KW 137.3 +4.0

Driver rods 90 95 +5.6

Exit burnup 315 MWd 300 -4.8

Driver power 114.3 MW 119.7 +4.7

Average driver power 1.27 MW 1.26 -0.8

Max. driver power (limit 24 MW) 2.21 MW 2.05 ---

Residence Time 70% efficiency) 354 d 340 d -4.0

Av. core positions/rod 5 5 0

Driver rods/yr 70% efficiency) 92.7 102.0 +10.0
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TABLE 2

REACTIVITY WORTH COMPARISON FOR CONTROL AND ADJUSTER RODS
(calibration done in sequence)

CR# HEU mk LEU CR# HEU mk LEU

1 28.9 29.0 10 6.1 5.9
2 13.0 10.9 11 8.3 9.4
3 5.0 4.2 12 10.1 8.8
4 6.2 6.7 13 9.2 9.1
5 14.8 10.4 14 4.9 4.0
6 11.4 12.5 15 4.9 5.1
7 14.2 16.4 16 7.9 7.8
8 6.3 5.1 17 3.9 3.7
9 15.7 13.1 18 12.8 11.2

TOTAL 183.6 173.3

AR# AR#

1 6.7 6.1 3 13.4 11.2
2 9.8 10.7 4 5.9 5.9

(adjuster rod worths calculated with CRs I to 16 up)

Reactivity worths of reactor assemblies are compared in Table
3. As expected once again, the values in the LEU core are
generally slightly smaller; insignificant exceptions occur due to
the imperfect reproduction of the HEU flux shape by the LEU
loading. The general similarity of reactivity values, however,
shows that no changes in operating philosophy will be required in
converting to LEU.

Equilibrium reactor poison worth will hardly change due to the
4% increase in reactor power, but will be reduced slightly due to
the extra U-238, in approximately the same proportion as control
rod worths. The reactivity scale for NRU is thus not affected.
The shutdown peak poison worth will increase in step with the
reactor power relative to the control rods, thus decreasing
time-to-poison slightly (from 65 min to 60 min), and increasing
poison-out-time by about an hour (from 33 h to 34 h).

Reactivity Rates

The reactivity values for fuel and absorber rods in the LEU
core are similar to current values in the HEU core, and so the
same reactivity limits will apply, as will the established
analysis of the effects of reactivity rates achievable under
certain postulated accident conditions.
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TABLE 3

REACTIVITY WORTH COMPARISON

Site Description HEU mk LEU

R18 Driver (2 MWd) to D 2 0 -3.35 -3.91
M09 Driver (114 MWd) to D 2 0 -7.15 -5.85
LIO Driver (207 MWd) to D 2 0 -5.43 -4.42
F13 Driver (296 MWd) to D 2 0 -2.47 -2.29
H13 Driver (195 MWd) to 2 0 -6.29 -5.38
H13 D20 to driver (fresh) +12.69 +11.00
H17+ Driver (220 MWd) to D 2 0 -4.21 -4.86
H17+ D20 to driver (fresh) +12.08 +11.13
H17+ corresponding total rod power 3.30 MW 3.11 KW

013 Mk IV Fast Neutron Rod to D 20 +1.96 +1.92
K21 C-14 Rod to D 20 +8.08 +8.61
D09 C-14 Rod to D 0 +8.88 +8.28
H23 Co-60 Rod to 20 +6.31 +6.34
K11 Mo-99 Rod to D 20 +0.31 +0.26
H19 Mo-99 Rod to D 20 +0.20 +0.20

E20 Loop fuel to D 20 +3.02 +2.85
E20 Loop fuel voided +2-59 +2-39

017 Loop fuel to D 20 +7.85 +8.23
017 Loop fuel voided +3.51 +3.57

E20,017 Loop fuels (nat-U) voided together +5.80 +5.67

+ highest core flux position.

Reactivity Coefficients

In order to properly determine the effect of LEU driver fuel
on core moderator temperature and power coefficients, it is
necessary to rerun the whole core model under different sets of
temperature conditions. Due to the large number of assemblies in
NRU, this procedure would be very time-consuming. Therefore a
simplified core was set up, which should nevertheless enable good
estimates of the reactivity coefficients to be made. This simpli-
fied core contained driver rods, using a current real core burnup
distribution, strong absorbers (cobalt-carrier rods) and D20
sites. Other core assemblies were replaced by these three
assemblies in accordance with their effect on the core in terms of
neutron production or absorption, and in order to bring keff
close to 1.0.
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TABLE 4

Temperature Reactivity Coefficients
(Simplified core)

Temperatures C) REU LEU
Fuel Coolant Moderator w W_ w = l/k eff

41 41 41 0.97569 0.98803

81 81 41 0.97866 0.99093

201 81 41 0.97900 0.99133

201 41 41 0.97615 0.98858

81 81 81 0.98706 0.99896

Fuel temp. coefficient; HEU: (0.97569-0.97615)/160 - 0.0028 mk/'C
LEU: (0.98803-0.98858)/160 = 0.0034

Coolant temp. coefficient: HEU: (0.97615-0.97900)/40 = 0.071
LEU: (0.98858-0.99133)/40 = 0.069

Moderator temp. coefficient: HEU: (0.97569-0.98706)/40 = 0.28
LEU: (0.98803-0.99896)/40 = 0.27

Table 4 shows the range of temperatures used in the models of
these assemblies, together with the eigenvalues derived from their
use in a D diffusion code simulation. A fine convergence cri-
terion (10-5 on eigenvalue) was used since the reactivity
differences were small.

The moderator temperature coefficient is defined as the
change in core reactivity per unit change in the heavy water inlet
temperature. This was derived by raising the simplified core from
a uniform temperature of 41% to 81'C. The HEU core coefficient
was 0.284 mk/'C, while the LEU core coefficient was 0-273 mk/'C.
This change in coefficient will have negligible operational
significance.

The power coefficient is defined as the change in core react-
ivity per unit reactor power increase, while holding the heavy
water inlet temperature constant. This would be very difficult to
calculate, but since most of the reactivity effect would come from
changes in fuel and coolant temperatures, the coefficient may be
examined by changing these temperatures only, as shown in Table 4.
In this way, the calculated fuel temperature coefficients were:
HEU, .0029 mk/'C; LEU, .0034 mk/'C; while the calculated coolant
temperature coefficients were: HEU, .071 mk/'C; LEU, .069 mk/'C.
It can be seen that these coefficients are small, so that the
total power coefficient will be small, and that the HEU and LEU
values are similar, so the change will again have negligible
operational significance.
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The moderator purity coefficient was derived by reproducing cell
parameters for the three assemblies at a D20 purity of 99.75%,
instead of 99-85%. Over this range, at 41'C, the HEU coefficient
was 8.08 mk/0.1% D20 purity, while for LEU it was 8.00 mk/0.1%,
D20 purity. This change is again not significant. [Previously
calculated values 1964) are: HEU: 10 mk/0.1%, and natural
uranium core: 24 mk/0.1%].

Kinetics Parameters

Prompt Neutron Lifetime. The slowing-down time in NRU is
close to that in the D20 moderator i.e., 46 x 1-5s. The
average diffusion time of thermal neutrons in the core may be
roughly estimated from the neutron balance by calculating
equivalent homogeneous cell parameters:-

� = a (V = 22 x 105 cm/s)
V_ VT_

a

and including leakage,

keff

V 7 2I-a +DB VVT f

also total core neutron production rate = VEf 2

Using the present simulations of an HEU loading and its
equivalent rebalanced LEU loading, we derive Z(HEU = 178 x 10-3s,
and k(LEU = 169 x 10-3 s giving total prompt neutron
lifetimes of

ze (HEU = 183 x 10-3 S, Z (LEU = 174 x 10-3 S.e

This small change will not produce any significant effects
on reactor response characteristics.

Delayed Neutrons. Table shows that, at the LEU driver rod
exit burnup, at least 91.8% of fissions still come from U-235,
while 70% are due to Pu-239, and 09% to Pu-241. Since the
average driver burnup in the core is less than 60% of the exit
burnup, the average importance of the Pu fissions will be reduced.
Examination of the table indicates that an average relative Pu
fission rate of 30% will be about right for NRU. This small
percentage will not change the dynamic response of the reactor
very much, and previous dynamic analysis of NRU will still be
applicable.
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TABLE 

Fission Rates per Material for LEU Driver Rods

13 11 12 12
x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10

n/kb MWd/cm U-235 U-238 Pu-239 Pu-241

0 0 37.99 7.05 0 0
0 (99.8 0.2 0 0)%
1.0+ 0.71 19.6 4.3 5.2 0.27
1.0 (97.1 0.2 2.6 0.1)%
2.4 1.190* 7.98 2.27 6.10 0.80
2.4 (91.8 0.3 7.0 0.9)%

approximate value at centre of 300 MWd (exit burnup) rod
+ estimated values for core-average burnup.

Delayed Photoneutrons. Since the Pu fissions are only about
3% on average, the yields of fission products producing gammas
above the photoneutron threshold of 2226 MeV in D20 will be
similar in the HEU and LEU cases, and may be taken as coming from
U-235 for most purposes. Thus, as with delayed neutrons,
previously used data for delayed photoneutrons in NRU may still be
applied.

ACCOUNTING

The present NRU fuel inventory accounting procedure does not
track fuel isotopes other than U-235 and U-236 on a daily basis.
The plutonium build-up in LEU fuel will require the inclusion of
other isotopes, for ease of reprocessing/burial accountancy. Tis
modest expansion can be readily achieved using data from current
cell codes (WIMS).

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of replacing the present NRU driver fuel (HEU 93
wt% enriched uranium, U/Al alloy) by LEU fuel 20 wt% enriched
uranium, silicide dispersion fuel) were assessed from the reactor
physics viewpoint. Overall the effects are small, with perhaps
the largest being an increase of about 10% in fuel consumption.
No significant operational difficulties were identified.
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